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in saying a few words on the subject. The original papers were sent to all

pa-ticipants in the conference ahead of time. These meetings were held, two at a

time, and every&ne was invited to state their preference for each of the five or

so ;hours at which these meetings were held, among the two that would be held then.

They would be given tickets for particular meetings. They would try to follow their

preferences but could not promise it, depending on how many asked for each one.

I remember particularly one at which Dr. Gerstung spoke. I have no recollection

at the moment of what he said but I remember his manner which was very, very

comative and as if he were engaging in a big debate. It seemed to me a very

effective manner of speaking. After that, I don't know whether it was something he

aid, more likely something said in one of the discussions, that led me to make a

couple of remarks that I thought were rather important. After the meeting Sam

Moore spoke to me and expressed agreement with what I had said. He is the owner

of the Nelson publishing company. Fretiously a man representing that company, a

Mr. Hiam, had come here to ask Dr. Cohen and me to take part in the preparation

of their new King James Bible. Do. Cohen dealt with Revealtion. I dealt with

Isaiah. It was supposed to be simply a zaix revision of the King James. I was

very well impressed with Mr. Hiam and had talked with him several times on the

phone. When I spoke with Mr. Moore I said,kw "How is Frank Hiam?" He said, "jOh,

he's all right." in a tone that seemed to imply complete lack of interest. Some

time after that I received aletter from sent to those who were u*1 concerned

with the preparation of their new edition of the Bible in wich it said, " As you

doubtless know, Frank Hiam is no longer in charge of this project." I sent a copy

of our Christmas letter to IFrank Hiain addressed to Nelson Company the next

Christmas but do not know whether it reached him or because I have never heard

anything about him since. Mr. Moore was very friendly at that time. Three or

four years later, after the meeting introducing the new Bible, their New King James

Version, that was held in Philadelphia, I wrote him a letter making suggestions about a couple
of

things
in connecton with the arrangmeents for the meeting, but have had no answer from him.
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